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NEUTRINO MASS FROM TRITIUM � DECAY �PRESENT LIMITS AND PERSPECTIVES�J. Bonn and Ch. WeinheimerInstitute of Physis, Joh. Gutenberg University, 55099 Mainz, Germany(Reeived April 4, 2000)Tritium � deay experiments are urrently running in Mainz and Troitsk.Both experiments are investigating the endpoint region of the tritium � de-ay spetrum with a MAC-E spetrometer to determine the mass of theeletron antineutrino. By the reent upgrade at Mainz the former problemof dewetting T2 �lms has been solved and the signal-to-bakground-ratiowas improved by a fator of 10, resulting in a sensitivity similar to Troitsk.The latest Mainz measurement in 1998 leads to m2� = �3:7 � 5:3stat �2:1sys eV2=4, from whih an upper limit of m� < 2:8 eV/2 (95% C.L.) isderived. Some indiation for the anomaly, reported by the Troitsk group,was found by the Mainz group, but the postulated half year period of theanomaly is ontradited by Mainz. To push the sensitivity on the neutrinomass below 1 eV/2 a new larger MAC-E spetrometer is proposed. Be-sides its integrating mode it ould run in a new non-integrating operationMAC-E-TOF mode.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 23.40.�s1. IntrodutionThe reent results from the atmospheri and solar neutrino experiments[1, 2℄ seem to require non-zero neutrino masses, whih have strong on-sequenes for partile physis as well as for astrophysis and osmology.These neutrino osillation experiments determine di�erenes of neutrinomass squares not absolute mass values. The latter are aessible via thekinematis of weak deays. The investigation of the tritium � spetrumnear its endpoint is the most sensitive of these so-alled diret methods1. Ifthe di�erenes between the di�erent neutrino mass eigenvalues are as small� Presented by Johen Bonn at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Neutrinos inPhysis and Astrophysis, Craow, Poland, January 6�9, 2000.1 The searh for neutrinoless double � deay is not fully diret, sine it is only sensitiveto Majorana-type neutrinos and it depends on the neutrino mixing matrix.(1209)



1210 J. Bonn, Ch. Weinheimeras indiated by the solar and atmospheri neutrino experiments, not only hi-erarhial neutrino mass senarios but also degenerate masses beome veryinteresting. If the degenerated masses are in the eV/2 range they wouldontribute signi�antly to the missing dark matter in the universe [3℄.Tritium � deay experiments are urrently running at Mainz and Troitsk[4, 5℄. The priniple of the spetrometers used in both experiments [6, 7℄,Magneti Adiabati Collimation followed by a retarding Eletrostati Filter(MAC-E-Filter, also alled Solenoid Retarding Spetrometer), ombines botha very high energy resolution2 (�E = 2�6 eV at 20 keV) and a large aep-tane (�
=2� = 0:2�0:8).The Troitsk results are desribed in Setion 2. The reent Mainz upgradeand �rst data are presented in Setion 3. A hek by the Mainz data of theanomaly, whih was reported by the Troitsk group, is given in Setion 4.Upper limits on the neutrino mass from the Mainz 1998 data are presentedin Setion 5. A onlusion and an outlook on a muh larger experiment withsub eV sensitivity on the neutrino mass is given in Setion 6.2. Troitsk resultsThe Troitsk group has reported an unexpeted struture lose to theendpoint of the tritium � spetrum whih is desribed as a monoenergetiline added to the � spetrum or equivalently as a step in the data reordedwith the integrating spetrometer [5,8℄. If not onsidered in the data analy-sis, this anomaly gives rise to negative values of m2� in the �t in the range of�10 eV2=4 to �20 eV2=4. The relative intensity of this anomaly is about10�10 of the total deay rate, too small to be heked by the Mainz data of1991 and 1994. From 1998 on the Troitsk group reported that the positionof this line osillates with a frequeny of 0.5 years between 5 eV and 15 eVbelow the � endpoint E0 [5, 9℄. The origin of suh a monoenergeti line asaddition to the primary �-spetrum is not lear within standard physis. Anindependent experimental hek is mandatory.To obtain a result on the neutrino mass the Troitsk group �ts a freemonoenergeti line added to the � spetrum to their di�erent data sets.Combining their results they obtain [5℄m2� = �1:9� 3:4stat � 2:2sys eV2=4whih orresponds to an upper limit ofm� � 2:5 eV/2 (95% C:L:; uni�ed approah) :2 �E gives the full rise of the transmission funtion ftrans from 0% to 100%. It isde�ned [6℄ for a given energy E only by the ratio of the minimum magneti �eldin the analysing plane Bmin and the maximum magneti �eld between soure andanalysing plane of the spetrometer Bmax through �E = E � Bmin=Bmax by whihit an be adjusted.



Neutrino Mass from Tritium � Deay : : : 12113. The improved Mainz setup and the 1997 and 1998 runsThe motivation of the reent upgrade of the Mainz neutrino mass exper-iment was not only to improve the sensitivity to m� down to an ultimatelimit of 2 eV/2 but also to hek the anomalous exess in the spetrum loseto the endpoint whih was ommuniated by the Troitsk group [5, 8℄.The very nie features of the Mainz spetrometer, high luminosity andhigh energy resolution, ould not been fully explored in the previous mea-surements [10, 11℄. The main limitations of the data taking in 1991 and1994 ame from the T2 soure. The soure ryostat did not allow temper-atures low enough to avoid safely the dewetting of the T2 �lm. Moreover,the signal-to-bakground-ratio was limited by T2 gas evaporating from thesoure into the spetrometer ausing bakground there. These and othershort-omings were overome by the following measures (see �gure 1 andompare Ref. [12℄):� A new soure ryostat, running stable at 1.86 � 0.03 K, suppresses e�e-tively the dewetting of the T2 �lm [12℄.� A pair of superonduting solenoids, tilted by 20Æ to eah other, wasinstalled between soure and spetrometer. Consequently � partilesfrom the soure are still guided magnetially around the orner into thespetrometer without losses, whereas tritium moleules evaporating fromthe soure are trapped on the bend of the LHe old tube overed withgraphite.� The eletrode system was slightly modi�ed to lower the bakground on-tribution from the spetrometer itself. Due to a better alignment of thewhole system the spetrometer an operate now at a higher energy reso-lution of 4.4 eV ompared to 6.3 eV in 1994 at the same ount rate.� An experiment ontrol system ombined with an alert system based onellular phones was installed in order to run the experiment automatially.Human intervention is needed only for �lling of LHe and LN2.With the improved setup 4 runs (labelled Q2�Q5) have been taken in1997 and 1998 of 4 month measurement time in total. To inrease the signalrate muh thiker T2 �lms of 973 Å (Q2) and 490 Å (Q3�Q5), respetively,ompared to 126 Å in 1994 were used. The inrease of eletron satteringwithin the T2 �lm was partly ompensated by reduing the maximum pathlength within the �lm by dereasing the emission one of aepted � par-tiles from 78.5Æ (1994) to 45Æ. The �lm thikness was measured by laserellipsometry and found to remain onstant over eah run. The � spetrumwas sanned from 18.370 keV to 18.660 keV by hanging the eletri poten-tial at the soure in time intervals of 10 to 20 s per point and with reduedstep size of 1 eV around the endpoint. For eah event pulse height and timewere digitised and reorded. The data were �ltered for obvious hardware
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Fig. 1. The improved and enhaned Mainz setup shematially, not in realistisale. The outer diameter amounts to 1m, the distane from soure to detetor is6m.failures or large sparks in the high voltage system, no other �ltering wasapplied to the data.Figure 2 shows the event rate, averaged over the runs Q3, Q4 and Q5,whih were performed under very similar onditions, as funtion of the re-tarding energy �eU . One reognises a gain in signal-to-bakground-ratio bya fator of 10 and muh better statistis with respet to the 1994 data.The data were �tted by a funtion derived from the standard formulafor an allowed � spetrum, whih is summed up for all eletroni �nal statesof the daughter moleule of amplitude Wi and exitation energy Vi [13, 14℄.This spetrum is then onvoluted with the potential distribution within thetritium �lm [12℄, the funtions desribing the baksattering from the sub-strate, the inelasti proesses within the T2 �lm, the spetrometer trans-mission, and the energy dependene of the detetion e�ieny. Fitting pa-rameters were a free amplitude A, the endpoint E0, m2� , and an energyindependent bakground B.Systemati unertainties were taken into aount as follows (the perent-ages in brakets illustrate their ontribution to the total systemati uner-tainty on m2� for �tting the last 70 eV of the spetrum of data set Q5):Inelasti sattering within the tritium �lm (49%): In a reent inves-tigation [15℄ the energy loss funtion feloss of 17.8 keV K-32 onversion ele-trons of 83mKr in D2 �lms has been measured at Mainz. The mean free pathwas found to be �free = 1204�63 Å, resaled for an energy of 18.5 keV. Thisvalue is about 26% larger than alulated from the total inelasti ross se-tion in gaseous hydrogen for the density of a losely paked rystal. Also thepeak position of the exitation spetrum is shifted from 12.6 eV to 14.3 eV.Both e�ets are expeted to our as result of repulsive eletrostati inter-
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Fig. 2. Averaged ount rate of runs Q3, Q4 and Q5 of 1998 (�lled irles) omparedwith the 1994 Mainz data (open irles) near the endpoint E0, and e�etive end-point E0;e� , whih onsiders the onvolution with the experimental response fun-tion and the mean rotation�vibration exitation energy of the eletroni groundstate of the 3HeT+ daughter moleule. The line shows a �t to the data for m2� = 0over the interval shown.ation of the exited eletrons with the neighbour ones and Pauli bloking.However, an inrease of 17% of �free is due to pores within the tritium �lm,determined by the ellipsometry measurement of its index of refration givingn = 1:14, whih is about the same as for the D2 �lms. For the systematisthe unertainties of �free and of the �lm thikness measurement, whih variesbetween 1% and 7%, depending on the substrate quality, were onsidered.Neighbour exitation (26%): The observed peak position shift was on-sidered also for the energy loss aused by the sudden exitation of neighboursof the � deaying moleule. The probability of suh an event has been al-ulated to be 5.9% [14℄. The observed inrease of �free leads to an estimatedredution down to 4.6%. The two orretions were added with full amountto the systemati unertainty for safety.Final States (11%): Eletroni repulsion and Pauli bloking e�ets arealso expeted for the exited levels of the THe+ daughter moleule, but herethe e�ets should be small due to the higher nulear harge Z of the Henuleus. A rough alulation results in level shifts of the order of 1 eV for



1214 J. Bonn, Ch. Weinheimerthe seond and higher exited levels [16℄. For safety these shifts are fullytaken into aount as systemati unertainty.Charging up of the T2 �lm (14%): For the thik T2 �lms used in 1997and 1998 a harging up of the �lms by several volts due to the � emissionwas observed. By measuring the energy shift of the K-32 onversion line of83mKr positioned in di�erent depths of the T2 �lm it was proven, that thepotential within the �lm inreases linearly with the distane to the substrateat a slope of 6 mV/Å [12℄. The harging e�et leads to a slight derease ofthe e�etive energy resolution. For safety 40% of the total e�et is takeninto aount as systemati unertainty.Other ontributions (< 1%): The unertainties of the transmission,baksattering, and detetor e�ieny funtions was also onsidered, buttheir in�uene on m2� is small ompared to the other e�ets.

Fig. 3. Fit results on m2� (left sale, �lled irles) for the 4 di�erent Mainz runswith statistial unertainties (inner bars) and total unertainties (outer bar) independene on the lower limit of the �t interval. The upper limit of the �ts is always18.660 keV, well above the endpoint E0. The orresponding values of �2red = �2=d.o.f. of the �ts (open irles) an be read from the right sale. Please notethat the di�erent �t results for one run are statistially not independent but highlyorrelated, sine going to smaller lower limits of the �t interval only a few additionaldata points are added.



Neutrino Mass from Tritium � Deay : : : 1215Figure 3 shows the �t results on m2� with statistial and total unertain-ties (statistial and systemati unertainties added in quadrature) for the4 di�erent runs Q2 to Q5 as funtion of the lower energy limit of the datainterval used for the analysis. The following omments apply:� Systemati unertainties shrink to a negligible level for small �t intervals,sine so lose to the endpoint, say above 18.500 keV, only about 15% ofevents are subjeted to any of the eletroni exitation proesses and theirresidual unertainties.� The monotonous trend towards negative values of m2� for larger �t inter-vals as it was observed for the Mainz 1991 and 1994 data has vanished.This shows that the dewetting of the T2 �lm from the graphite substrateindeed was the reason for this behaviour. Now this e�et is safely sup-pressed at the muh lower temperature of the T2 �lm.� There is no indiation for a non-zero neutrino mass, but, exept Q5, thevalues ofm2� are still signi�antly negative and the �2 values are partly toolarge for reasonable �ts. The data su�er from a small spetral anomalywhih annot be attributed anymore to a mistaken energy loss orretion,as before, sine suh e�ets matter only further from the endpoint.4. Chek of the �Troitsk anomaly� by the Mainz dataAs a �rst explanation for the still partly negative values ofm2� �tted fromtheir data, the Mainz group tested, whether the data ould be desribed bya �Troitsk anomaly�. Following referene [8℄ this possibility was heked byadding for the �t a monoenergeti line with free amplitude and position tothe � spetrum (a line results in a step after onvolution with the spe-trometer transmission funtion). Fig. 4 shows for all 4 Mainz data sets theredution of �2 as funtion of line position Eanomaly relative to E0 with m2��xed to 0. The line positions predited by the Troitsk 0.5 year osillationhypothesis [9℄ are marked as well. The improvement of �2 by the free lineis not signi�ant for Q2 and Q5, it is learly signi�ant for Q4 and less sig-ni�ant for Q3. Whereas the line position in Q4 agrees with the preditionand, moreover, has a reasonable amplitude of 6 mHz, whih orresponds toa fration of 0:9 � 10�10 from all � deays, the data set Q5 learly exludesa line with sizeable amplitude3. Summarising this analysis: lear supportfor the �Troitsk anomaly� omes only by the Mainz data set Q4, whereasdata set Q5 is at variane. Either the time struture of the anomaly is moreompliated or the e�ets do not arise from a ommon origin.3 Fitting with free m2� a line at the predited position 15.5 eV below E0 the lineamplitude beomes �2:2 � 1:4 mHz, from whih an amplitude larger than 1.1 mHzan be exluded at the 95% C.L., whereas the Troitsk predition would indiate anamplitude about as large as the 6 mHz observed for Q4.
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Fig. 4. Mainz data: �2 in dependene on the position Eanomaly of a Troitsk-likeanomaly, whih was �tted in addition to the � spetrum for m2� = 0 �xed tothe last 70 eV of the � spetrum: Q2 (�lled irles), Q3 (open irles), Q4 (�lledsquares), Q5 (open squares), with d.o.f. = 29 (Q2) and d.o.f. = 39 (Q3,Q4,Q5),respetively. The arrows indiate the Troitsk preditions. Dates of the Mainz datatakings: Q2: 26.07.97�08.08.97, Q3: 25.02.98�16.03.98, Q4: 07.06.98�13.07.98,Q5: 07.11.98�14.12.98.5. Upper limit on m� by the Mainz 1998 dataThe faking of m2� by the loal, �utuating spetral distortion through�tting an be irumvented by the following alternative proedures (all limitsare alulated by using the uni�ed approah):1. The ombined data set of all runs of 1998 Q3, Q4 and Q5, whih weretaken under nearly the same onditions4, is �tted over the last 15 eVof the � spetrum only (see Fig. 2). Due to the thresholds for exi-tation of the eletron shell of T2 or the daughter THe+, respetively,unertainties from energy loss, �nal states, et., ould not a�et these4 It should be mentioned that although set Q5 has been taken under nearly the sameonditions as Q3 and Q4 onerning T2 �lm thikness, retarding voltage and magneti�eld settings, a voltage of �20 V with 1 MHz frequeny was put at one of theeletrodes at the detetor side of the Mainz spetrometer during the 2 s measurementpauses every 20 s to destroy the storage onditions for harged partiles to reduethe rate and �utuations of the bakground.



Neutrino Mass from Tritium � Deay : : : 1217last 15 eV of the � spetrum. Even an anomaly with the shape of amonoenergeti line at the position ompatible with the measurementQ4 does not in�uene the � spetrum in this energy range after havingbeen onvoluted with spetrometer response funtion. To deorrelatem2� from the endpoint position E0 and amplitude A the two data pointsat 18.470 keV and at 18.500 keV have been added for this �t to thedata above 18.559 keV (last 15 eV of the � spetrum). Adding onlytwo points to the last 15 eV of the � spetrum introdues a smallerin�uene on m2� by systemati e�ets and Troitsk-like anomalies. This�t results in m2� = �0:1� 3:8stat � 1:8sys eV2=4whih orresponds to an upper limit ofm� � 2:9 eV/2 (95% C:L:; uni�ed approah):2. If we aept the �Troitsk anomaly� as phenomenon the � spetruman be �tted together with a monoenergeti line of free position andamplitude, usually done by the Troitsk group for their data (ompareSetion 2). Fitting the last 70 eV of the � spetrum of data set Q4 thefollowing result is obtained5:m2� = �1:8� 5:1stat � 2:0sys eV2=4whih orresponds to an upper limit ofm� � 3:0 eV/2 (95% C:L:; uni�ed approah):3. If it is aepted that there are variations in the Mainz data, either dueto unknown experimental e�ets or due to an anomaly varying withtime like the �Troitsk anomaly�, the analysis an be restrited to thedata set Q5 alone, the only one whih is �tted well over the entire rangewith a satisfying �2=d:o:f: � 1:0 and does not show any anomaly. The�t over the last 70 eV of the � spetrum gives (see Fig. 3)m2� = �3:7� 5:3stat � 2:1sys eV2=4whih orresponds to an upper limit ofm� � 2:8 eV/2 (95% C:L:; uni�ed approah):5 Applying this proedure to the other 3 data sets Q2, Q3 and Q5 and ombining theresults dereases the limit further down. However, there remains the question markthat the �Troitsk anomaly� is not established yet.



1218 J. Bonn, Ch. Weinheimer6. Conlusion and outlookThe Troitsk group report an exess ount rate lose below the endpointat an energy whih osillates with a period of 0.5 years. Desribing this e�etphenomenologially by a step in their integral data they obtain as ombinedresult of their data a limit on the neutrino mass of m� < 2:5 eV/2.The improved Mainz setup allowed from 1997 on to arry out long termmeasurements with a signal-to-bakground-ratio enhaned by a fator of 10ompared to the Mainz measurements in 1991 and 1994. The 4 runs of 1997and 1998 are ompetitive in sensitivity to the Troitsk measurements andapable of ross heking them [5℄. Studies on quenh ondensed T2 �lmslari�ed their energy loss funtion, their harging up, and their dewettingas funtion of temperature. In partiular the suppression of the latter e�ethas removed the trend towards large negative values of m2� for wide dataintervals from whih the 1991 and 1994 Mainz data su�ered. But still thenew Mainz data partly disagree with a pure � spetrum. Small negativevalues of m2� and poor values of �2 indiate that a small residual e�et isnot desribed by the Mainz �t funtion.The Mainz group has tested whether this e�et is ompatible with the�Troitsk anomaly�- The two best runs onerning statistis, Q4 and Q5,showed di�erent results: Q4, taken in June/July 1998, is supporting theTroitsk hypothesis by a distint anomaly, but Q5, taken half a year later inNovember/Deember 1998, does not show any anomaly at all. This meansat least that a simple half year period of the anomaly is ontradited by theMainz data.To hek whether the e�ets observed in Troitsk and partly in Mainzhave a ommon origin the groups have started to take data synhronouslyin 1999. In addition some other possible modi�ations of the � spetrum,as predited, e.g. for tahyoni neutrinos or the admixture of right handedweak urrents have to be heked by the data. But suh e�ets would hardlyosillate in time. Of ourse, one must also onsider the e�et possibly to bean instrumental artefat. In this ase it should originate from some ritialfeedbak between � partiles and bakground soures in the spetrometers.It is di�ult to imagine suh a oupling and how it ould produe somethinglike a step.In spite of these problems the Mainz group obtains upper limits on theneutrino mass by various types of analysis whih gave similar results. Byapplying a standard analysis to data set Q5, whih is free of any anomaly, alimit of m� � 2:8 eV/2 is obtained6. An alternative method to extrat the6 In ase of neutrino mixing, see Setion 1, the limit on m� is valid for the followingaverage: If the di�erent neutrino mass eigenstates, whih ontribute with Uei tothe eletron neutrino, are not resolved, the � spetrum is determined by an averageeletron neutrino square mass m2� =Pi jUeij2 �m2i .



Neutrino Mass from Tritium � Deay : : : 1219neutrino mass is to use the last 15 eV of the � spetrum plus two additionaldata points further below the endpoint, leading to a limit ofm� < 2:9 eV/2for all Mainz 1998 data (inluding also half of 1999 data this method yieldsa preliminary limit of m� < 2:3 eV/2 [17℄).By olleting more data a sensitivity on m� of about 2 eV/2 an bereahed by both experiments at Mainz and at Troitsk. This does not larifythe possibility of a osmologially relevant amount of neutrino dark matter.For this task further improvement of the sensitivity onm� down to less than1 eV/2 is needed. Moreover, the Troitsk anomaly must be de�nitely lar-i�ed and, if on�rmed, preisely and repeatedly measured with short timeintervals. Neither of these two tasks an be ahieved by the present experi-ments. A larger spetrometer providing higher signal rate and better energyresolution is needed. In a di�erent paper [18℄ the possibility of a spetrom-eter based on the same MAC-E �lter priniple but 5 times larger (in lineardimensions) than the present one has been investigated. By an additionaltime-of-�ight analysis the spetrometer transforms from an integrating highpass �lter into a narrow band �lter (MAC-E-Filter mode).In a �rst proof of priniple experiment for this new method the K-32 on-version line of 83mKr was investigated with the present Mainz spetrometer.A periodial hopping voltage (ton=2:5�s; tbloking=2:5�s; Ubloking=80V;)was applied to the onversion eletron soure and the arrival time of theeletrons was measured at the detetor. Fig. 5 shows the ounts in the de-

Fig. 5. Measurement of the 83mKr K-32 onversion line with the Mainz spe-trometer and time-of-�ight analysis. Cirles: integral reording over all times,dashed lines: orresponding simulation without N shake and inluding it; fulldots: narrow band reording of the spetral line with time-of-�ight seletion(3:5�s � tarrival � 5:1�s), lines: orresponding simulation for the onversion lineand inluding its N -shake. Bakground has been subtrated. The integral data aresaled down by a fator of 4.
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